Introduction
Using the measure of noncompactness (cf.
[2]) we shall give sufficient conditions for the existence of local solutions of an initial value problem for the differential equation in Banach spaces. Moreover, we shall prove that the set of these solutions is a compact R$, i.e. it is homeomorphic to the intersection of a decreasing sequence of compact absolute retracts. In the case of the equation
xW = f(t,x)
we shall show that a similar theorem is true also for global solutions. In our paper an essential role play some results from [1] . 
Assume that I -[io,A) + a ] is a compact interval in R, E is a real
x{t 0 ) = Vl ,...,x( n -V(to) = r )n is a compact ItsObviously, the equation (1) is equivalent to the system of n first-order differential equations 
II® -ViII Then r¿ is a continuous function from E into Bi and a(r,(A)) < for each bounded A C E.
Define a function g { by gi{t,y\,.. .,y n ) = 9i{t,ri(yi),... ,r n (y n )) for t E /, 2/i,..., y n G E. Then cfi is a continuous function from I X E n into E such that \\gi{t,y)\\ < M for t € I,y e E n and
a(gi(t, A! X • • • X A n )) < o<i(i)a(Ai) + • • • + a in (t)a(A n )
for / G I and for bounded subsets A\,..., A n of E. 
K-• OO
Thus Fi \ C -> C is continuous for i = 1,...,n and therefore F:C -> C is continuous. We shall prove that 
.,n, t £ J). By (6) we infer that (I -F)(V) is an equiuniformly continuous subset of C. Since V C (I -F)(V) + F(V) and F(V) is equiuniformly continuous, the set V is also equiuniformly continuous.
Fix i and put Z¡(t) = {uf(í) -#(«*)(*) : k = 1,2,...}. From (6) we deduce that a(Zj(<)) = 0. Since V-(i) C Z-(t) + Fi(V)(t) and #(V)(<) C Vi(t) -Zi(t), we have Proof. Performing the change of function
we reduce the initial value problem (8)-(9) to a problem According to Lemma 1, the system (10) with the initial condition Z(c) = p has a solution Z(t) on an interval [c, c+ e]. From this we conclude that all solutions of the problem (11) can be continued to the whole interval J. 0, {t,u(t) ) G V and ||u'(i) -G(í,tt(í))|| < £ for t G A.
In view of Theorem 3 of [6] , in order to prove that the set of all solutions of (11) on J is a compact Rs, it is sufficient to show that for any A and V the following condition holds : (Z) 2 ) Every sequence (u k ), u k G Sk(A, V) for A; = 1,2,..., has a limit point.
Let ( By repeating the argument from the proof of Lemma 1, we can prove that the sequence (u k ) has a convergent subsequence. This completes our proof.
